In this, the second of a two-part paper, the analysis of the apparent frequency of a seven-story reinforced-concrete hotel building in Van Nuys, Calif., is extended to consider its time-dependent changes, both short and long term. The instantaneous apparent frequency is measured by two methods: windowed Fourier analysis and zero-crossings analysis. The results show that it changes from earthquake to earthquake and during a particular earthquake. The results also suggest ''self healing'' believed to result from settlement of the soil with time and dynamic compaction from aftershock shaking. Implications of such high variability of the system frequency on structural health monitoring, control of response, as well as on the design codes are discussed. Nonlinear response of the foundation soil acts as a sink of the incident seismic wave energy. It is suggested that it could be exploited in future designs to serve as a powerful and inexpensive energy-dissipation mechanism.
INTRODUCTION
In Part I of this paper (Trifunac et al. 2001) , we studied the changes of the apparent system frequency of a seven-storỹ f, reinforced-concrete hotel in Van Nuys, Calif. (VN7SH) by Fourier analysis. We also described an approximate model in which the soil-structure interaction phenomena are viewed in the simplest possible form, via a rigid foundation model. Because the Fourier transform of the response is evaluated from the entire time history of response, the results in Part I gave an insight only into the overall changes of the apparent system frequency from one earthquake to another. The trend that emerged from the results of the Fourier analysis is a reduction of the apparent system frequency with increasing levels of shaking at the site. In this part, we study the time and amplitude-dependent changes of by time-frequency analysis. Thẽ f description of the building, recorded strong motion data, earthquake damage, and full-scale ambient vibration tests conducted following the Northridge earthquake of 1994 were presented in Part I and will not be repeated here.
METHODOLOGY
To see how the system frequency changed during a particular earthquake shaking, as a function of the level of response and the previous response history, its ''instantaneous'' value was evaluated by two approximate methods: (1) by short time Fourier transform and (2) by measuring the time between consecutive zero crossings in band-pass-filtered response data. To isolate the lowest frequency mode, the response data was band-pass filtered: for the north-south (NS) motions be-[ (t)] y tween 0.1 and 1 Hz, and for the east-west (EW) motions between 0.1 and 1.15 Hz. Ormsby filters were used [ (t)] x (Trifunac 1971a ) with roll-off frequencies at ⌬f = 0.1 and Ϫ0.2 Hz, respectively, for the low and high cutoff frequencies. a This paper is dedicated to Professor Vlatko Brčić , our teacher and mentor, in recognition of his devotion, inspiring teaching, leadership and invaluable contributions to the University of Belgrade. His ideas, goals and quest for the highest standards live on through his grateful students-engineers he helped create. 2001 . Separate discussions should be submitted for the individual papers in this symposium. To extend the closing date one month, a written request must be filed with the ASCE Manager of Journals. The manuscript for this paper was submitted for review and possible publication on February 22, 2000; revised November 7, 2000. This 
Short Time Fourier Transform
The short time Fourier transform (STFT), e.g. of x (t), is by definition equal to
where w( Ϫ t) = a real and usually symmetric window centered at time t. It is a surface defined on the frequency-time plane, and it represents the Fourier transform of x localized around time t. This method is also called moving window Fourier analysis (Udwadia and Trifunac 1974) because the time variation is analyzed by sliding the window along the time axis. To avoid the ripple effects resulting from sharp window edges, w(t) is used, which gradually reduces to zero. We use w(t) as in Udwadia and Trifunac (1974) , i.e. a trapezoidal shape window, with linear ramps at both ends and constant amplitude in between.
The accuracy of the time localization is determined by the width of the window function. This also determines the accuracy of the frequency localization, because the product of these two is constant [see Heisenberg uncertainty principle in Vetterli and Kovačević (1995) ]. The width of the window should be carefully chosen so that all frequencies of interest can be detected and the trade-off between the time and frequency localization is optimal for all frequencies in the range of interest. The time window should be wider than 1/f, where f is the shortest frequency of interest. A too-wide window however would reduce the accuracy of the time localization.
For all except two earthquakes, corrected (for the baseline and the instrument response) and filtered building response data was available equally spaced at ⌬t = 0.01 s. The processed data for the 1971 San Fernando and 1994 Northridge earthquake was available at ⌬t = 0.02 s. We used a 1012-point fast Fourier transform algorithm (Press et al. 1992) to evaluate the STFT, with a 400-point window (50 points ramp up, 300 points flat, and 50 points ramp down) followed by 112 points of zero padding. This resulted in a L = 4 s window with 0.5 s ramps for ⌬t = 0.01 s and L = 8 s window with 1 s ramps for ⌬t = 0.02 s. Instantaneous estimates of were evaluated f (t) by sliding the time window at steps ⌬t = L/2 (i.e. 4 s for the San Fernando and Northridge and 2 s for all the other earthquakes). However, the actual time resolution of the estimate is equal to L.
Finally, because the earthquake excitation is a broadband process and because the STFT is essentially a localized in time Fourier transform, the instantaneous system frequency can be determined from the ridges of t) along the -axis.
Method of Zero Crossings
This procedure is illustrated in Fig. 1 and therefore describe only the changes in the apparent frequency of the soil-structure system. The frequency content of the seismic waves changes also with time and depends on the amplitudes of the incident waves (Trifunac 1971b; Trifunac et al. 1999) . The seismic waves are broadband and have impulsive (transient) nature. Therefore, the ground motion will determine when and for how long x (t) and y (t) will have large amplitudes (e.g. from 5 to 10 s in Fig. 1 ), but the changes in the frequency content of the ground motion will not shift directly the predominant frequencies in x (t) and y (t) identified by STFT and zero-crossing methods. Both of these methods are analogous to and in fact describe changes in the equivalent, instantaneous linear transfer-functions in the vicinity of the predominant frequency of response. line. In Figs. 2 and 3, the STFT estimates of start late and f () finish early (by 2 or 4 s, equal to 1/2 of the window length), while the estimates via zero crossings produce reliable data only during large response amplitudes. These two methods give a rough but consistent description of the changes off versus time. Starting with the Whittier-Narrows earthquake, it appears that decreases with each subsequent earthquake, but f this results from the accidental fact that strong motion amplitudes at this site increased in the order in which these earthquakes occurred in time. There was no reported damage in the building following the Whittier-Narrows, Landers, and Big Bear earthquakes. The damage following Northridge earthquake was severe [see figure 3 in Part I (Trifunac et al. 2001)] .
RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

Instantaneous System Frequency
A report on two ambient vibration experiments performed before and after the 1971 San Fernando earthquake [in 1967 and 1971 (Freeman and Honda 1973 ] presents only limited information about these measurements, from which we cannot decipher the detailed nature of the changes in for the VN7SH f building immediately following this earthquake. Related studies of for the Millikan Library at Caltech, in Pasadena, Calif., f during the early 1970s (Trifunac 1972; Udwadia and Trifunac 1974; Luco et al. 1977 Luco et al. , 1986 Luco et al. , 1987 (Trifunac et al. 2001) ] to find out how f changed over long time periods (Beck et al. 1994) . For the VN7SH building, comparison of pre-earthquake and postearthquake values of suggests almost complete recovery, f which seems to be accelerated by the occurrence of aftershocks. Table 1 12 earthquakes ordered in chronological order. Fig. 5 shows plots of (⌬f ) max versus ⌬v max and v .
G,max
In Fig. 5 , (⌬f ) max is proportional to the change in the square root of the system stiffness, while ⌬v max and can be rev G,max lated to the strain levels in the foundation soil. Excluding three smaller amplitude events (1992 Big Bear, and the Northridge aftershocks of 20 March 1994 and of 3 December 1994), it appears that for v max Շ 5 cm/s this soil-structure system behaves like a nonlinear soft spring system with gap elements. Beyond v max Ϸ 5 cm/s, the slope of (⌬f ) max versus ⌬v max and becomes smaller, implying smaller stiffness changes and v G,max stiffer nonlinear response. This trend suggests that the building-soil system of VN7SH building is nonlinear even during the weak levels of excitation (e.g. Pasadena, 1988, and Montebello, 1989, earthquakes) , with many gap elements between the soil and the foundation and between structural and nonstructural members remaining open. During the San Fernando (No. 1), Northridge (No. 10), Landers (No. 8), and WhittierNarrows (No. 2) earthquakes, with progressively larger relative response amplitudes, more gaps were enlarged, increasing the overall system stiffness during the largest amplitudes of 
Interpretation of the Observed Variations of Instantaneous System Frequency
The trends observed in Fig. 4 are interesting and challenging to interpret. Perusal of Figs. 2 and 3 only would suggest that consecutive earthquakes progressively weaken the soil-structure system (Foutch and Jennings 1978; Beck et al. 1994) . Fig.  2 in particular suggests softening of the system with time. However, inclusion of data on other earthquakes (Fig. 4 ) presents an entirely different picture. What is loosened by the severe strong motion shaking, appears to be strengthened by aftershocks and by intermediate and small earthquakes. For both the 1987 Whittier-Narrows and the 1994 Northridge earthquakes, during their aftershocks (events No. 3, 11, and f 12 in Fig. 4 ) is larger for both the NS and EW responses. It seems that this could be associated with ''dynamic settlement and compaction'' of soil supporting this structure. We leave analysis and physical modeling of these possibilities for future work, and in the present paper we focus on detailed compilation and interpretation of only the obvious trends.
These trends can be explained by the conceptual model shown in Fig. 6 . It shows a building with height H and an embedded foundation. In the initial stages of the response when the amplitudes are small and the soil stiffness is linear, as the building begins to push the soil sideways, its effective depth of fixity [indicated by d eg in Fig. 6(a) ] changes as a function of the response amplitudes and history. Larger d eg leads to smaller stiffness K Ϸ 1/(H ϩ d eg ) 3 and smaller Wheñ f. the building pushes the soil, d eg decreases and K increases (hardening behavior). When the direction of motion reverses and the building moves away from the soil, a gap forms between the two, d eg increases and K decreases (softening behavior). This results in nonlinear system behavior, which can be modeled by a nonlinear spring or by a group of springs with gap elements. As the amplitudes of motion increase further, the soil begins to yield and material nonlinearity is introduced into the system reducing or cancelling the hardening part of the cycle. This behavior repeats as long as the successive amplitudes of vibration increase and the soil can be pushed sideways. At the time of the largest response amplitudes ( max ), the gap between the building foundation and the soil sidewalls is the largest. By forcing it to yield, the soil can be compacted even below the corners of the rigid foundation Aftershocks and small earthquakes (characterized by small amplitudes of shaking, shorter duration and more energy in the higher frequency part of the spectrum), seem to activate a healing process. Through dynamic compaction and settlement of the soil material, which was loosened and pushed aside by the preceding strong motion, the soil is packed back around the piles, grade beams, and sides of the building, rebuilding or even increasing the previous system stiffness. It seems that this cycle may be repeated many times, depending on the sequence of aftershocks and small earthquakes during the quiet intervals between strong motion events.
Following the 1994 Northridge earthquake, the VN7SH building was repaired and strengthened, and its structural stiff- ness characteristics were changed permanently. Its pile foundation system however was not altered. Continued monitoring and recording of future earthquake motions in this building will contribute additional lessons to this interesting case.
Instantaneous System Frequency Revisited
Next we consider plots of the instantaneous frequency versus the corresponding amplitude of the envelope of the response. We show such a plot in Fig. 7 for EW rocking during the 1994 Northridge earthquake. Each dot in this plot corresponds to a state determined by zero-crossing analysis described earlier, i.e. is the amplitude of the peak and f p is (t)
x the point estimate of the instantaneous system frequency,f. The plotted states correspond to the peaks in the plot of (t) x in Fig. 1 that are marked (by an open or a closed circle) and numbered (from 1 to 39 in their chronological order). The numbering of the peaks in Figs. 1 and 7 is consistent. Consecutive data points are connected so that the time history of the response can be followed. It is seen that on the average f p decreases with increasing peak amplitudes, indicating a softening spring type of overall nonlinear behavior.
The overall trend of versus f p is characterized by ä ͉ (t)͉ x negative slope. This is typically so for the highlighted ascending segment shown in Fig. 7 , identified by the solid arrow A. However, short ascending segments can also have a positive slope (e.g. segments 3-4, 10-12, and 20-23, shown by B). In contrast, many descending segments show positive slopes (e.g. shown by the bold dashed lines and identified by dashed arrows A and B), especially in the beginning of the descent. In terms of the conceptual model illustrated in Fig. 6 , we interpret this to occur during motion in the K-(stiffness versus rotation) plane along the segment of K() with hardening spring behavior (where
. During this time, after having reached the maximum deflection (d eq Ϸ 0), the building begins to move back [e.g. left in Fig. 6(a) ], d eq begins to increase, and the (right) side of the building begins to separate from the surrounding soil (this leads to reduction of K ). We recall that Fig. 6 suggests hardening spring behavior in early stages of motion, associated with consecutive closing of the gaps between the soil and sidewalls of the foundation and between soil and the piles, and the associated decrease in d eq . All these effects collectively can be illustrated by one equivalent nonlinear spring, shown in Fig. 6 .
Figs. 8 and 9 summarize scatter plots for and͉
versus f p for all earthquake events studied in this paper. The heavy shaded line shows the overall trend for all the events.
Changes of Building Frequency Estimated from Building Drift and Push-Over Analyses
In the following, we use the results of the observed relative displacements (drifts) to study the changes in f 1 , in terms of the results of push-over analyses by Islam (1996) and Li and Jirsa (1998) . Because they analyzed only the longitudinal (EW) response, we also restrict our discussion here to changes in f 1 for this direction.
M. Graves (personal communication, 1994) estimated the peak interstory drifts caused by the 1994 Northridge earthquake from the observed damage (from the relative floor-tofloor displacements estimated from cracks, distorted partition walls, and other signs of relative motion inside the building). Table 1 summarizes his results for the EW direction. It is seen that the average EW drift inferred from observed damage was Ϸ0.5%, implying associated roof displacement (relative to the base) of 10.2 cm (4 in.).
The interstory drifts can also be estimated from recorded building response, but to account for the soil-structure interaction (i.e. separate the foundation rocking from the relative building response) more detailed instrumentation is required than the one available for this and for most buildings. In such situations, often the soil-structure interaction is ignored, and the computed drift is overestimated, because the computed value represents the actual drift (due to deformation of the structure) plus the horizontal displacement of a floor relative to the base due to rigid body rocking of the base [see equation 3 in Part I (Trifunac et al. 2001) ]. For example, for the Northridge earthquake, such estimates give peak drift of Ϸ7 in for the VN7SH i.e. larger value than the one estimated by Graves (personal communication, 1994) .
One approximate way to separate the contribution of the rigid body rocking is to filter it out. This procedure is valid under the assumption that during strong motion f R << f 1 < f H (see Sections 3 and 4 in Part I). The results and analysis in this section support this assumption (at least for the Northridge earthquake). In Table 2 we show the drifts computed from the Northridge response data. Three values are shown, computed from (1) low-pass filtered data, (2) high-pass filtered data, and (3) broadband data. According to our interpretation, the one computed from low-pass-filtered data approximates the peak drift due to rigid-body rocking, the one computed from highpass-filtered data approximates the drift due to deformation of the structure, and the one computed from broadband data represents the drift due to rigid-body rocking plus deformation of the structure, i.e., respectively h j 0 , U j and h j 0 ϩ U j in figure 5 of Part I (Trifunac et al. 2001 Graves (personal communication, 1994) (Table  1) shows that the drifts computed from high-pass-filtered data are close to those estimated from the observed damage, in agreement with our interpretation of the building response data.
Static push-over analyses of buildings compute the base shear as a function of the roof displacement, and identify changes in the system stiffness and component degradation with increasing deformation. The results are sensitive to the type of model and value of EI g (E is Young's modulus of elasticity and I g is member gross moment of inertia). When in agreement with the observed distribution and sequence of damage, the results may be used to interpret the reduction of the overall stiffness of the structure, and the change of the building frequency ( f 1 = 1/T 1 ). The overall stiffness of the structure can be approximated by the secant modulus, computed from the plot of base shear versus roof displacement. Then a stiffness reduction factor, d E , can be evaluated as the ratio of this modulus for the linear structure and the modulus for the maximum observed relative roof displacement during an earthquake. The reduction factor for the building frequency, f 1 , then will be
1/2 . Two push-over analyses of the VN7SH building to study the 1994 Northridge earthquake response were conducted by Islam (1996) and by Li and Jirsa (1998) . The former used variable effective stiffness, 0.33-0.70EI g [table 3 in Islam (1996) ], while the latter adopted a constant value, 0.35EI g , for all structural members (they chose this value because it results in the observed periods of response; they also show results for 1.0EI g to illustrate sensitivity of their analysis relative to the choice of EI g ). Both studies ignore the soil-structure interaction. In Table 3 , we show factors d E and d f computed from their push-over analyses, but for maximum roof relative displacement of 4 in., as estimated by Graves (personal communication, 1994) , as well as the corresponding percent change of f 1 . (The last line in Table 3 , corresponding to 1.0E g is included only to illustrate an upper bound for d f ).
The results in Table 3 imply <15% reduction of f 1 due to nonlinear response of the building during drift amplitudes which have occurred during Northridge earthquake. This change of f 1 is much smaller than the change of estimated f by Fourier analysis, and supports our interpretation that the change in is mostly due to nonlinear response of the founf dation soil.
During the Northridge earthquake, for the EW response,f decreased from 0.9 to 0.45 Hz or by a factor of two (this took Fig. 7 ). At the same time, f 1 may have reduced by less than 15% from its preearthquake value >1 Hz. Such a big difference between and f 1 and bef tween their changes supports our interpretation that f R < f 1 , and that the observed change in is almost entirely due tõ f change in f R (i.e. due to nonlinear response of the soil-foundation system). For NS response, the reduction in f 1 due to nonlinear response of the structure should be smaller than for the EW direction, because most of the observed damage appears to be associated with relative deformations in the EW direction.
DISCUSSION
Changes of System Frequency of VN7SH Building
The results and analysis presented in this paper show that the time and amplitude dependent changes of the apparent system frequencies of transverse (NS) and longitudinal (EW) vibrations of VN7SH buildings are significant (see Figs. 2, 3, 4, 5, 8, and 9) . For twelve earthquake excitations [table 1 of Part I (Trifunac et al. 2001) ], peak ground velocities, v max , were in the range from 0.63 to 38.38 cm/s for NS and between 0.94 and 50.93 cm/s for EW components of strong ground motion. For average shear wave velocity in the soil, = 300 m/s, v S,30 in the top 30 m of soil, the surface strain factors in the free field (Trifunac and Lee 1996; were in the range from 10 Ϫ4.7 to 10 Ϫ2.9 for NS and from 10 Ϫ4.5 to 10 Ϫ2.8 for EW motions, respectively. During excitation by the Northridge earthquake, the largest vertical shear strain associated with rocking of the building was of the order of 10 Ϫ2 . Within the above strain range, the apparent NS and EW frequencies of the soil-structure system varied from 0.5 to 1.8 Hz (i.e. by factor of 3.6) and from 0.4 to 1.5 Hz (by factor of 3.8). The corresponding range of rocking accelerations was 10 Ϫ4 to 2 ϫ 10 Ϫ1 for rad/s 2 and 2 ϫ 10 Ϫ4 to 10 Ϫ1 for rad/s 2 , while thë range of rocking angles was 4 ϫ 10 Ϫ6 to 10 Ϫ2 rad for x and 2 ϫ 10 Ϫ6 to 5 ϫ 10 Ϫ3 rad for y . Figs. 8 and 9 show faster rate of change of f p for angular acceleration less than about 7 ϫ 10 Ϫ3 rad/s 2 and y less than x about 3 ϫ 10 Ϫ3 rad/s 2 . This corresponds to vertical shear strains in the soil, associated with rocking of the building, less than 2 ϫ 10 Ϫ4 rad for x and less than 8 ϫ 10 Ϫ5 rad for y . Below these strains, the soil near surface and along sidewalls of the foundation may be loose enough and separated from the foundation walls so that it cannot provide resistance to rocking motions, which for these small strains may be provided mainly by the deeper segments of friction piles. For larger rocking angles (e.g. corresponding to accelerations preceding strong motion waves during Landers 1992 and Whittier-Narrows 1987 earthquakes) the gap between the soil and sidewalls of the foundation appears to close, resulting in stiffer soil-structure system (note steeper trend of and peak am- plitudes versus f p in Figs. 8 and 9 ). From the nature of the changes in f p versus excitation amplitudes it appears that these changes are associated with nonlinear response of the soil surrounding the foundation, including both material and geometrical nonlinearities [d eq in Fig.  6(a) ]. Future research will have to show how much this observed range of changes depends on the fact that this building is supported by friction piles. There is no doubt that f p changes during strong motion, for buildings with other types of foundations (Udwadia and Trifunac 1974) . What future research must find is how broad these variations are for different types of structures and foundations, and how common is the property of the VN7SH site, that the effective soil stiffness essentially regenerates itself after a sequence of intermediate and small earthquakes.
Significance of Variability ofT
Significance for Design Codes
Most code provisions approach the earthquake resistant design, by evaluating base-shear factor C(T ), in terms of the building period T. Older analyses of T assumed that the effects of soil structure interaction are second order (Housner and Brady 1963) , while some more recent studies either do not consider it explicitly (Goel and Chopra 1998; Trifunac 1999 Trifunac , 2000 or approximate T by fitting the functional form of analytical representations of inertial interaction to the observed data on (Trifunac 2000) . All these studies encounter largẽ T scatter in the data about the assumed formulas for estimation of T (or but, with few exceptions, most studies ignorẽ T ), dependence of on nonlinear response of soil.
T Using linear identification techniques, it is common to estimate for the linear soil-structure system (with or without T explicit attempt to identify T R , T H , and T 1 ). This means that for most studies, which use actual earthquake data (Goel and Chopra 1998 ) the estimates of f p (that is depend on thẽ 1/T ) average amplitude of response in the data set included in the analyses, and, because in most cases there are only one or two analyzed earthquake excitations per building, these estimates are used regardless of the level of excitation. There are other related simplifications in the code provisions, which should be reevaluated in the light of the fact that f p experiences the described fluctuations. The obvious and in-part compensating effect is associated with the relationship of the dependence of the shape of C(T ) on magnitude (at present this dependence is usually ignored), and dependence of on strong-motioñ T amplitudes (Trifunac 1999 (Trifunac , 2000 .
Significance for Structural Health Monitoring and Control of Response
Most algorithms for structural health monitoring and for structural response control depend on prior or real-time identification of structural system in terms of a set of model parameters (Trifunac and Todorovska 1999a) . When and if the changes of can be incorporated into advanced nonlinear T models, so that only a manageable number of identified parameters can describe all relevant changes, including the ability of soil to settle and densify during strong shaking (thereby restoring the original system stiffness), will the methods of structural health monitoring and response control be able to function. An interesting and challenging situation (illustrated here by the response of VN7SH to Montebello 1989 earthquake) will occur when the system responds with higher thañ f expected (on the basis of previous observations). To function, both structural health monitoring and control algorithms must be based on realistic models of structures, and must be able to adapt in ways which cannot be modeled by simple, equivalent models with reduced number of degrees of freedom. Furthermore, the above analysis of the data in VN7SH shows that soil-structure interaction must be modeled realistically and must be included in the differential equations of the system response.
During the period from 1987 to 1994 (preceding Northridge earthquake) the EW apparent frequencies of VN7SH system moved within the range from about 0.7 to 1.45 Hz (factor of 2.1) and for NS response between about 0.7 and 1.8 Hz (factor of 2.6). During this time the building displayed no visible signs of distress or damage. During Northridge earthquake EW apparent frequencies were between about 0.43 and 0.91 Hz (factor of 2.1), while NS frequencies ranged from about 0.47 to 0.92 Hz (factor of 2.0). Thus, to be useful in real-life applications the structural health monitoring algorithms cannot be based only on the change in the measured system frequency, but must consider at least the range and the proximity of the observed frequencies to those associated with the levels of response leading to structural damage. This will require (1) modeling of soil-structure systems where both soil and the structure will enter nonlinear response range and (2) development of advanced identification algorithms to detect concurrently the levels of nonlinear response in the soil and in the structure.
Nonlinear Response of Soil as a Sink for Incident Wave Energy
Studies of the spatial distribution of damaged buildings and breaks in the water distribution pipes following Northridge 1994 earthquake have shown that the damage to one-story residential wood-frame buildings is significantly reduced in the areas where the soil experienced nonlinear response (Trifunac and Todorovska 1997a,b) . This has been interpreted to mean that nonlinear response of soil absorbs part of incident wave energy thus reducing the power and the total energy available to damage the structures Todorovska 1998, 1999b) . The presence of piles beneath VN7SH increases the scattering of incident wave energy from the volume of soil and piles [the combination is stiffer than the surrounding soil ], and forced vibration of the entire pile foundation system (by interface forces between structure and foundation), creates a volume of anisotropic soil capable of absorbing considerable incident wave energy, and that also has the natural ability to recover some or all of its original (preearthquake) stiffness, via shaking by aftershocks and small earthquakes. It is beyond the scope of this paper to analyze this energy absorption mechanism. It should be clear, however, that it represents a powerful, convenient and inexpensive ''base isolation and energy absorbing system,'' which is in many ways superior to the conventional base isolation methods (it does not introduce discontinuities into the soil-structure system, it can be designed as an extension of common foundation system on piles, and it deflects and absorbs the incident seismic energy before this energy enters the structure). The challenge for the future work is to quantify these phenomena, to verify their repeated occurrence and predictability of response during future full-scale studies, and then finally to implement this approach into future design of similar pile supported reinforced concrete structures.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we performed time-frequency analysis of records of 12 earthquakes in the VN7SH building using two methods, short time Fourier analysis (or moving window analysis), and zero-crossing analysis. Both methods gave consistent results for the soil-structure system instantaneous frequency.
In part I, we concluded that the predominant frequency of this building changed from one earthquake to another. Based on the time-frequency analysis, in the present paper, we conclude that the predominant frequency also changed during the response to a particular earthquake. The changes were as large as factor of 2.2 to 3.5, and reflect softening type of system behavior. The observed changes cannot be explained by nonlinearities in the building only (estimated from push-over analyses). Our interpretation is that the main cause of these changes are nonlinearities (material and geometric) in the response of the foundation soil. The results also indicate that the soil can recover its stiffness after consolidation with time, and after small amplitude shaking from aftershocks and smaller earthquakes. The observed softening and hardening behavior of the system can be explained by a conceptual model of a building-soil system with gap elements along the contact between the foundation and the soil.
Further research is needed to find how broad the variations of the system frequency are for different types of structures and foundations, and how common is the property of different soils to regenerate the effective system stiffness via shaking by intermediate and small earthquakes. This can be achieved by repeating this type of analysis for many other instrumented buildings. The limitations in getting such data for many buildings, and the limitations imposed by the quality of the data (e.g., lack of free-field sites and at least two vertical sensors at foundation level to be able to separate the effects of the soil-structure interaction) are described in the conclusions of Part I (Trifunac et al. 2001) .
Large variability of the predominant frequency of buildings (as observed for this building) has significant implications for the design codes. The design code provisions evaluate the base shear factor C(T ) in terms of the building period
The ex-T. istence and the consequences of such variations in should T be acknowledged and incorporated in future revisions of the design codes. Related to this is the need to incorporate magnitude dependent changes into the shapes of C(T ) (Trifunac 1999 (Trifunac , 2000 , or to allow regional variations in the shape and amplitudes of C(T ), through application of seismic hazard mapping that can combine, in a balanced way, the effects of seismicity, attenuation, and site conditions into uniform hazard spectra (Trifunac 1990 ) and eventually C(T ).
The observed variability of the building predominant frequency has significant implications also for structural health monitoring. It is concluded that structural health monitoring and control of structural response cannot be based on simple, equivalent linear models with reduced number of degrees of freedom. The soil-structure interaction must be modeled realistically and must be included in the equations that describe the system response.
The ability of the soil to absorb energy of shaking by nonlinear response and the ability to consolidate and recover its original stiffness is remarkable. Future research is needed to quantify these effects, to find out how predictable they are, and to utilize them to control structural response.
